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Building a Dedicated Sound Room by Phil Gold

A

fter 30 years of living in a suburban two storey house, my wife and I decided to move downtown and into an apartment. We each had
specific requirements. Mine included a dedicated listening space. We spent over a year checking out building after building. Eventually
we found one we both liked, walking distance to the center of town, close to all amenities and transit, on a quiet cul-de-sac and backing onto
a large park. Read the complete article at www.novohighend.com.

Engström Monica Preamplifier Review

E

ngström is a small Swedish, family owned company whose ultimate purpose is to bring sound back to life in its original, natural and purest
form. Hence the term “Scandinavian sound” was coined. Founded by Lars Engström and Timo Engström in 2009, they believe that they
have achieved this through their range of amplifiers. The critically acclaimed Lars monoblock amplifier (with a built-in linestage) was the
company’s first product. Read the complete review at www.novohighend.com.

Accuphase E370 Integrated Amplifier Review – Honest to the Music

A

ccuphase Laboratory Inc. is one of Japan’s highly regarded high-end audio designers / manufacturers. Based in Yokohama City, its products are fittingly named Accuphase. The company was founded in 1972 under the name Kensonic Laboratory Inc. Its early products, the
classic C-200 preamplifier, P-300 power amplifier and T-100 FM/AM tuner were commercialized in 1973. In 1982, the company changed its
name to Accuphase. Read the complete review at www.novohighend.com.
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by Stephanie Greenall

Tech for Long Distance Relationships
Above: Co-op games like Epic Games’ Fortnite can be the ultimate relationship builder for couples. Leading up
to this year’s Valentine’s day, the company released its “Share the Love” event as part of the popular game.

W

hen it comes to love, distance
is no longer an obstacle thanks
to technology. Unlike our grandparents, we don’t have to eagerly await
the arrival of the mailman for our partner’s latest correspondence. While
the thought of a handwritten letter
is lovely - and a welcome relief from
staring at a screen all day - the time
it would take to respond to “Hi, how’s
it going?” could take days or even
weeks! Imagine the time it would
take just to have a conversation?
Handwritten love letters are a
romantic gesture but for regular
communication they just don’t cut
it. With the rise of online and digital
platforms, couples are able to interact
and connect with one another as
if there is no space between them.
Distance doesn’t feel like a lingering
third-party in the relationship and
some couples - myself included - find
that long-distance relationships
(LDRs) help to bring you and your
partner closer. We often take for
granted the time we spend together
but for those couples who straddle
different time zones, Skype dates
and countdown apps are incredibly
important.
If you are looking to minimize
the miles with your LDR love this
Valentine’s Day, check out these
gadgets and apps!
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Rabbit App: Watch Anything
with Anyone

When you’re apart, it’s the little things
you miss the most - like curling up and
watching a movie or binging on your
favourite TV show. While you won’t
be able to share a bowl of popcorn
with your partner, you can share your
screen thanks to the Rabbit app
(available on iOS and Android). The
app creates an online space that
allows you to simultaneously stream,
creating a shared experience. In this
Living Room you can watch shows on
Netflix or get lost together in a series
of YouTube videos. In addition to
watching together, Rabbit allows you
to chat in real-time, making this the
perfect LDR date night. www.rabb.it
Filimin Friendship Lamp:
Long Distance Love Light

It can be hard when your partner is
many miles away and all you just
want to do is reach out and touch
them. While there are some slightly
creepier solutions to this problem, I
am going to stick with heartwarming
gadgets like the Filimin Friendship
Lamp ($170 USD/pair). With a simple
touch of your hand, the long distance
love lamp illuminates, as does your
sweetheart’s. The Wi-Fi enabled lamp
cycles through a rainbow of colors

and can be set to stay on for 1/2 hour,
1.5 hours, 8 hours or 24 hours. The
lamp can also be used for families or
groups of friends. You can purchase a
number of devices and assign each
member a colour so that when they
tap their lamp, yours lights up with
their special hue. It may not be the
same as a hug but it’s nice to know
someone is thinking of you from afar.
www.friendshiplamps.com
Little Riot Pillow Talk:
Heartbeat Bands

Missing your long-distance love can
result in lonely, sleepless nights.
Thankfully, a London startup called
Little Riot is helping to connect
couples and restore a sense of
intimacy. Pillow Talk ($175 USD/pair)
is a wristband that picks up your
heartbeat and sends it - in real time
- to your loved one through a speaker.
Each person wears the band and slips
the speaker under their pillow. Now
you can fall asleep with the sound of
your partner’s heart in your ear rather
than their snoring! www.littleriot.
com
FrontRow Wearable
Camera

For any couple trying to bridge the
geographical gap, Skype dates are a
staple for keeping love alive. But video
www.novo.press
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Left to right: the Filimin Friendship Lamp, FrontRow
Wearable Camera and LokLok App.
chatting during your morning coffee
can get old. So why not make them
a part of your day? FrontRow ($399
USD) is a wearable camera that
automatically captures your day and
allows you or your partner to relive
it. Live stream, record, or use the
quick capture feature to document
those unexpected moments. The
hands-free camera weighs 59 grams
and can be worn in a variety of ways.
Whether it’s your morning jog or just
a trip to the grocery store, it’s the
everyday moments that help you feel
connected to your partner. www.
frontrow.com
Without App

Dubbed “the app for couples who
like each other,” the Without app
(available on iOS) was designed
by a long distance couple for
others in geographically challenged
relationships. With the goal of making
it easier and faster to communicate,
Without helps you to stay connected
with photos and messages. The app
creates a private social environment
that allows you to see each other’s
location, local time, and even weather.
And when you finally get to see
each other again, the app - thanks
to Bluetooth - can detect when you
and your partner are together. www.
withoutapp.com
LokLok App

Surprise your partner by updating
their phone’s lock screen with LokLok
(available on Android). The app is a
synchronized whiteboard that was
developed as an experiment to see
www.novo.press

if users would
interact
with
the screen as
a channel for
c o mmu n ic a tio n .
The app allows you
to leave notes,
drawings,
and
photos on your
sweetheart’s lock
screen. Whatever
you doodle on
your device will
show up on theirs.
Without having to unlock their phone,
your message will be the first thing
they see. Just be mindful of what
you share, I’ve heard horror stories of
people sharing racy doodles that have
popped up during client meetings oops! www.loklok.co
Gaming

Playful apps and streaming Netflix
together can be fun, but what
really keeps a long-distance couple
together are engaging activities.
Couples around the world - whether
they were gamers before or not have turned to video games as a tool
to dislodge some of the distance
between them. If your physical world
is separated by countless miles, why
not meet up in a virtual one? Go on
an adventure and find a new way
to connect with your significant
other. Co-op gaming - a feature that
allows players to work together
as teammates - can become the
ultimate relationship builder. Video
games are about solving problems.
By working together and finding

solutions, you develop a set of skills
that you can also apply offline. If your
partner is new to the gaming scene, it
might take them a little bit of getting
used to, so be patient! You’ll find that
working together to achieve the goals
in the game will give you a tremendous
sense of accomplishment and provide
you with quality time together. From
Epic Games’ Fortnite Battle Royale to
the infamous World of Warcraft, there
are thousands of options for you and
your valentine to explore.
Technology has helped to transform
dating and distance is no longer the
obstacle it once was. Don’t get me
wrong, long distance relationships
can be tough, but there are now a
million ways to stay connected to
your partner. Are you in a long distance
relationship? What gadgets and apps
do you use to keep in touch?
Stephanie Greenall can be reached on
Twitter @SDGreenall and by email at
stephaniegreenall@gmail.com.
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Integrated Amplifier Buyer Guide
Why So Many Music Listeners Are Choosing Integrated Amplifiers Today

by Spencer Holbert

T

he tubular glow of my father’s
1965 Harman Kardon A500 was
my first introduction to the world of
integrated amplifiers. The capacitors
were leaky, a constant background
hiss plagued the soundstage, the
volume potentiometer made horrible
screeching noises when turned, and
the number of knobs to adjust features like treble and bass made the
A500 impossible to properly tweak
— yet the amalgamation of everything was the catalyst for my love
of all things HiFi. Over the years, I’ve
lusted after huge monoblocks and
worshipped racks full of components,
but ultimately I find myself returning
to the tried-and-true simplicity of the
integrated amplifier. Integrateds allow you to focus on enjoying the music, rather than tweaking your system
so much that you forget you used to
jump on the coffee table and air guitar
when All Along the Watchtower came
on.
Before we delve into the world of
integrated amplifiers, what actually
is an integrated amplifier? An
10 NOVO

integrated amplifier combines the
functions of a preamplifier (the
ability to attenuate the signal level of
multiple sources) and amplifier (the
ability to change the amplitude of a
small signal into a larger one) into
one component. Your smartphone is
an integrated amplifier of sorts, and
so is your television if it has speakers.
But when it comes to high-end home
audio, the integrated amplifier is
anything that allows you to plug in
sources (CD players, turntables, tape
decks, TVs, computers, et cetera) and
turn a volume knob to crank out some
sweet tunes. Seriously, everyone has
some sort of integrated amplifier in
their home.
Amplifier Power

First, let’s talk about how much power
we need from our integrated amplifier.
Rather than blindly guess or follow
the gimmicky “Power Handling” labels,
asking how loud you want to listen to
music will help you to determine the
amount of amplification (wattage)
needed to drive a particular speaker.

Any decent speaker can handle
much more power than one would
think, as long as the amplifier is not
overdriven into clipping. Because
decibels are a ratio, rather than a
unit of measurement, it’s very easy
to misunderstand just how great a
difference there is between 86dB,
96dB, and 106dB. A general rule of
thumb is that in order to double our
SPL (sound pressure level) at 1m,
we need a 6dB increase in acoustic
power (or four times the wattage).
But how loud is in reference to how
we perceive music. In order to double
perceived loudness, we need ten
times more acoustic power, or roughly
a 10dB increase. Time for a real-world
example; that is, if you are still awake.
If we have an 86dB sensitivity
speaker, that means 1W of power
will produce 86dB of sound pressure
at 1m from the transducer. In order
to double our perceived loudness to
96dB, we need 10 times the wattage,
or 10W total. That’s not that bad,
right? The problem is that 96dB SPL
at 1m is a fairly low listening level, and
www.novo.press
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most people will want their systems
to rock much louder, at least past
100dB. So let’s push this system to
106dB: In order to crank it to 106dB,
we need another 10dB increase in
acoustic power, e.g. an amplifier
capable of producing over 100W
without clipping. Uh oh, now it looks
like we need a lot more power than
we think to drive that speaker. It’s
safe to say that a 150W integrated
amp is needed to compensate for any
demanding peaks — at a minimum.
Yes, it is possible to reproduce rockconcert level decibels with 8 watts,
as long as you have a speaker with
the right sensitivity (Old-Schoolers
will remember the original Klipschorn
demonstrations). If we had chosen
an 89dB sensitivity speaker instead
of the original 86dB, we would only
need half the watts to produce the
same perceived loudness, and a 92dB
speaker would only need a quarter
the power. Put another
way, some electrostatic
speakers would need
more than 250W to
produce
the
same
amount of sound that
a Klipschorn does with
2W. Now you know why
“Power Handling” is such
a marketing gimmick. The
reason I used up so many
words of this article on
amplification is because
www.novo.press

most quality integrated amplifiers
max out at 50–100W. When you are
shopping for speakers, remember that
the difference between a 95dB and
92dB sensitivity speaker is double
the power requirement.
Amplification Classes

There are many different types of
integrated amplifiers, some of which
serve a very niche need. Someone
with 105dB sensitivity speakers
doesn’t need an AV receiver with
100W for each of its seven channels.
Likewise, a movie buff has no need for
a 12W single-ended triode tube amp.
A “digital” integrated amplifier like the
NAD D 3020 might have many digital
inputs such as USB, Bluetooth, coax,
and optical, yet only one RCA analog
input. This would be great for the
young Millennial or college student
who listens to mainly computerbased audio. The PS Audio Sprout,

which is a curious hybrid integrated
amp, plays on the resurgence of vinyl
among Millennials and features a
phono preamp for turntables, USB and
Coax for digital, but no RCA analog
inputs. Such amplifiers generally use
Class D amplification designs, which
use pulse-width or similar type of
modulation in order to amplify linelevel signals. Class D amps are highly
efficient and can output a lot of
wattage for very little money. That’s
why you see 1000W subwoofer amps
that cost $50. This isn’t to say that
all Class D amplification is bad or
poor quality, but you rarely see stateof-the-art integrateds that use such
designs.
Most midrange amplifiers use Class
AB amplification, which means that
that first few watts (say, up to 10W)
are amplified by Class A amplification,
and then the rest is of the power
comes from Class B. While most
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critical listening occurs in the 1015W range, your midnight air-guitar
sessions might need a few extra watts
than that — which is where Class B
takes over. Because it only amplifies
one half of the signal wave, Class B
produces much more output using a
lot less power. Class AB integrateds
from companies like Bryston, Yamaha,
McIntosh, Naim, Arcam, and Marantz
sport many analog inputs, maybe a
USB or coax input for good measure,
and are geared toward the general
music aficionado who likes to drive
the typical inefficient speaker loud
enough to really enjoy Stairway to
Heaven. Again, the vast majority of
high-end integrated amplifiers are
Class AB.
Then we have Class A, which is
expensive heavy, and hot. And since
we all paid attention in high school
science class, we definitely remember
that when electrical devices produce
heat, it means resistance — and
resistance means paying more
money in utilities. Class A is the least
efficient means of amplification, but
also the best sounding. This is where
we see exotic designs like singleended triode (SET) amps, ultralinear,
and crazy amounts of money for very
little power. Most of your top-of-the12 NOVO

line integrated amplifiers are Class
A and come from brands like Audio
Research, Jolida, or Rogers High
Fidelity, whose EHF200MK2 full
Class A integrated amplifier costs
$15,000 for 112W, which is about as
powerful as you can get with a Class
A integrated amplifier.
Amplifier Inputs

couch one day. Buy the integrated
amplifier that matches your current
needs and spend your money on
quality parts, not the gimmicks. I
can’t tell you how many times I talk
with people who think they need
an integrated with an onboard DAC
capable of DSD, and then it turns out
that they have never actually used
the DSD format; or maybe they have
97dB speakers and they buy a lower
quality 100W Class D amp — when
a really great 20W Class A amp would
have been much better.

Now let’s talk about inputs. While
I have an integrated-based system
dedicated to vinyl-only listening,
my secondary integrated needs to
handle four sources: a TV, a CD player, How Much Do You Have in
computer audio, and a turntable. This Your Wallet?
means I need two line-level RCA
inputs, one phono input, and a USB Probably the most important aspect
input. Unless I want to buy external of buying an integrated (or anything
components, I need to look for an in life) is your budget. Whether your
integrated with a built-in DAC and budget is $500, $5000, or $10,000,
phono preamp. This is one of the determine a comfortable limit and
reasons why AV receivers became so then stick to it by buying the best
popular — buy one thing and you’re product possible. Too many people
done. The problem with AV receivers set a budget at $500 and then walk
is that most of the time you are out of a store with an $800 product
spending money on buttons and because “it has XYZ enhancing
lights you don’t need, and therefore device.” Or, even worse, they set their
less of your hard-earned money is budget at $1000 and walk out with
going toward sound quality. It’s like a product that costs $500 because
someone who lives in downtown it has double the inputs, double the
Toronto buying a Ford F350 4x4 truck “power,” and twice as many buttons
because they might move a friend’s — no, you don’t save money by buying
www.novo.press
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something that doesn’t meet your needs. Not
setting a budget can leave you dissatisfied
with your decisions; buyer’s remorse is the
last thing you want when you are trying to
enhance your listening experience.
If you and your family spend most of your
entertainment time watching movies, rather
than listening to music, by all means look at
AV receivers, surround speakers, and a big
thumping subwoofer. Just like two-channel
audio, high-end home theater systems come
in many shapes and sizes. You can buy a
simple soundbar, or even an AV receiver
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and some satellite speakers for well under
$500, hook it up, and call it good. Or you
can drop $15,000 on a surround processor,
have dedicated amplifiers for each surround
zone, and spend another $50,000 on your
projector setup. The point is, determine your
wants and your budget first, then purchase
the right tool for the job; you don’t want
to go to the dealer looking for a Porsche
911 and drive home in a Ford F350. Even
though my main priority is music, I also like
watching The Walking Dead or other shows
on a Sunday night. I could have purchased

an AV receiver and still listened to
music, but then I would have paid
for a lot of stuff I don’t really use,
which would reduce the quality of
my overall listening experience.
Instead, I sacrificed a little on the
surround aspect in order to have
much better speakers, integrated
amp, and sources — and yet The
Walking Dead still sounds great
without the 7.1 setup.
I guess the whole point of this
article is to take a step back and
look at the integrated amplifier
as a tool to make your life more
enjoyable. Much like a screwdriver,
you won’t find an integrated that
can do everything exactly the
way you want; but, an integrated
allows you to start enjoying music
without debating the merits of
differential XLR linestages and
hybrid preamps. Determine how much power
you need, how many and what types of inputs,
and how much money you can spend. Then,
go out and buy the highest rated integrated
that matches those requirements. If you
fret about the minute details, you might
lose sight of the purpose of the integrated
amplifier. The beauty of the integrated is its
simplicity, its cost savings, and its ability to
get out of the way and allow you to do more
of what this hobby is all about — listening
to great music.
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Getting the Best Sound Out of Your Turntable

What You Need to Know When Shopping for a Phono Preamp For Your Turntable
The Gold Note PH-10 phono stage, paired with the Gold Note PSU-10 power supply, is a big favorite among the NOVO writing team
- at least three of us own it. Check out our review at www.novo.press. - Suave Kajkoby Andre Marc

V

inyl is back..for good! At the end of a
nice long listening session with my
Rega Planar 6 w/ the Ania MC cartridge,
feeding the outstanding Bryston BP-2 MM/
MC Phono Preamp, I just finished spinning all
four sides of an original Elektra pressing of
The Doors classic Absolutely Live, and two
things occurred to me as I lifted the needle
at the end of the last track.
First, there is no denying, the vinyl “revival”
is far more than a revival, it is in its second
boom period! With new pressing plants
opening around the world, production at full
capacity, and reissues hitting shelves in
huge numbers, spinning vinyl is back, and
here to stay. Turntables, and associated
playback gear, are also enjoying a huge
uptick in production and sales.
Secondly, a good phono preamp, which is
an essential purchase for your vinyl playback,
is an important purchase decision. There are
www.novo.press

a number of reasons why one would want
to go about it carefully, least of all there so
many on the market. Virtually all high-end
audio manufacturers who make electronics
offer phono preamps in their line-up, and
many offer phono stage modules for their
line-stages. This is the tip of the iceberg.
Potential buyers must determine what kind
of phono preamp to buy, which depends on
whether they use Moving Magnet or Moving
Coil cartridges, or a combination of both.
The specifications of the cartridge will also
influence the buying decision. Then one must
decide if they prefer tubed or solid state
units. Of course, the overall budget will be a
big factor as well.
Phono preamps, an essential
component

Why do you need a phono preamplifier? Aside
from a small minority of turntables that

offer built-in preamps, the first thing that
is necessary for vinyl playback is the signal
coming from your cartridge and turntable
must have the RIAA equalization curve
applied. RIAA equalization is a form of preemphasis applied at vinyl production and deemphasis that is required on playback. In the
1950’s a standard curve was introduced, and
all these years later it is used to ensure a flat
frequency response. Some phono preamps,
like the beautiful Gold Note PH-10, even
offer multiple equalization curve choices,
aside from the widely known standard RIAA
curve.
Just as important, because the signals
from phono cartridges are relatively low level,
there needs to be a certain amount of gain
applied. It is essential that the phono preamp
add as little noise as possible to the delicate
signal while providing gain. A Moving Magnet
phono preamp will in general by default offer
NOVO 15
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around 41 dB of gain, and a resistive load of
47k ohms. This will match the vast majority
of Moving Magnet cartridges on the market.
Moving Magnet preamps with additional
adjustability may offer options for cartridges
with unusual specifications, although this
may add to the cost.
A Moving Coil phono preamp will offer
more gain, probably at least around 61 dB,
and will offer adjustable loading, as there is
more variability among MC cartridges. Higher
end preamps might also offer several gain
settings, for fine tuning. Many Moving Coil
units allow for adjustability via DIP switches,
or via a micro processor. Certainly one would
hope that making adjustments is an easy
task, with the switches easily accessible
and settings easy to understand. Some
units will have the DIP switches internally,
which means removing a part of the chassis.
Of course, turning a knob with LED screen
options is the most luxurious solution.
Topologies... glass or
silicone...?

Those in the market for phono preamps will
find there are several topologies to choose
from, including tube designs, solid state
designs, and hybrids. Many prefer the sound
characteristics of tubes, and depending on
the make-up of the rest of one’s system, it
may be a good choice. Tubes do however
have the potential for more noise, although
well designed units will be quiet. One must
also consider how much heat the tubes will
create. Solid state units will run cool, may be
more neutral, and can be left on perpetually
with little worry. Hybrids use a combination
of tubes and solid state circuits with the
design goal of getting the “best of both
worlds”.
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Preamplifiers with built-in phono stages
have some advantages and disadvantages.
What some will find attractive is one less
box in the rack, one less set of cables,
and possibly lower cost. On-board phono
preamps may also have shorter signal paths,
and may have been engineered to work well
within the preamplifier. On the minus side,
the on-board phono stage will usually share
the same power supply as all the other
functions, and may be an off the shelf board
that is included for convenience. Getting
as much information as you can from the
manufacturer is important.
Sonically, a dedicated phono stage has
the potential to maximize the performance
of your turntable and cartridge because
it should be designed and engineered to
perform the task at hand, and nothing else.
Having its own power supply, either onboard, or external, along with a dedicated
output stage should give it an advantage.
Of course auditioning is essential, as
component matching will be a factor.
Absolute power...

Speaking of power supplies, as noted
above,
standalone
phono preamps may
have internal power
supplies, or external
power supplies that
connect via an umbilical
cord. Theoretically, the
outboard power supply
will produce less noise,
and as noted, noise is
the enemy of the low
level signals that a
turntable and cartridge
produce. The user’s

specific environment may have an impact
as well. Outboard power supplies may also
include automatic speed settings for a given
turntable, usually if it is made by the same
manufacturer. Having the ability to switch
between 45 and 33.3 RPM with a push of a
button certainly makes things easier. Some
outboard power supplies also have the
ability to be calibrated so that the platter is
spinning at exactly the right speed.
Future proofing...

Deciding on a Moving Magnet only or a
Moving Magnet / Moving Coil capable phono
preamp can be a matter of budget, but
also of future upgrade plans. If one is sure
they will be sticking with a Moving Magnet
cartridge, then this can certainly reduce
expense and simplify the purchase. A MM /
MC phono preamp will provide more flexibility,
allowing for experimentation with Moving
Coil cartridges without having to purchase
additional hardware. There are fewer Moving
Coil only phono preamps on the market, but
this can be an option as well if Moving Coil
is the only type you plan to use. Higher end
units will usually offer more loading options,
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Everything changes
when you listen.
The music that moves you is just a tap
away. New Sennheiser MOMENTUM
True Wireless earbuds have intuitive
tap controls. No clicky buttons. No wires.
Just exceptional sounding, ergonomically
designed earbuds that are ready to
wear and can easily be recharged in the
compact carry case.
Search: MOMENTUM True Wireless

ST E L L I A
ELEGANCE & PERFORMANCE
À LA FRANÇAISE

ELEGIA

“

The sound of the Elegia is neutral, clear
and well balanced [...] Comfort wise,
the Elegia are great for long listening sessions...

CLEAR

”

“

A well designed, beautifully made,
high-performance earphone that can
deliver an exceptional musical experience.

UTOPIA

”

Focal.com | Distribution by Focal Naim Canada

“

I keep coming back to the Utopia
again and again:
They’re addictively good

”
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so if a vinyl enthusiast is a cartridge swapper,
or cartridges are frequently upgraded, this
should be taken into consideration.
Wrapping up...

There are a few other things to consider
when deciding on a phono preamp, including
build quality, and determining whether the
brand has a good resale value in general.
Another thing to consider is buying a phono
preamp made by the same company as your
turntable, as there may be a synergy there.
However this is by no means a given.
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More factors that may affect sound quality
are the output stage and parts quality.
Certainly, higher quality parts, especially
those in the signal path will more than likely
make a difference. A discrete output stage
as opposed to op-amps may also improve
performance.
Ultimately, once the budget is decided on,
and one has checked all required technical
specifications, listening is essential! An inhome audition with your turntable, cartridge,
and favorite records should be the deciding
factor. Your phono stage purchase should

be one you are satisfied with for years, so
making sure all the right musical buttons
and technical criteria are met is the way to
go.
Now it is time to cue up a vintage Apple
stereo pressing of The Beatles White Album,
and get deep into the music, knowing my
turntable and cartridge are being well served
by an excellent phono preamp, that should
keep my listening sessions long and happy,
for many years to come.
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Classical Music – A Guide For the Perplexed

A regular series of insights into sublime music of the past
Episode One – The Grumiaux Trio – Mozart Divertimento

Peter Oundjian,
Conductor Emeritus of the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra.
Photo credit: Malcolm Cook.

by Phil Gold

T

he aim of this column is to introduce you
to music which I have found the most
rewarding in a lifetime of rich musical experiences. I will give you some perspective
on each recording I cover, why this piece,
why this particular recording, and also what
makes it special. You don’t need any prior
musical knowledge or understanding. While
I will be introducing you to profound masterpieces, I will try to avoid works that are difficult to listen to or will drive people out of
the room. This will also be far from a list of
classical music’s most popular hits.
Now let’s begin.
My bother Alvin and I would argue about
everything when we were kids. We even
argued about classical music. One source of
contention was the music of Mozart. He felt
it was simplistic, repetitive and predictable.
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This was maybe the only argument between
us which I eventually won. He learned to
appreciate Mozart more and more throughout
his life.
One of Mozart’s greatest compositions is
one of his least known and one of the most
approachable, with the unassuming title of
the Divertimento in E Flat, K563. K563 is a
clue to where this stands in Mozart’s output.
K stands for Köchel, the guy who published
a chronological catalogue of Mozart’s works
in 1863. Today’s updated list goes from K1a,
a short piano piece written in 1761 at the
age of 5, to K626, the famous unfinished
Requiem, written in 1791 at the age of 35.
So K563 is a mature work, written three
years before his death. We say Mozart was
mature at the age of 32, or even at age of 20
when he wrote this 9th Piano concerto, the

first of his works that we can say has never
been surpassed. But Beethoven’s mature
works come in his forties and fifties, and
who knows what Mozart could have written
if he had survived another 10 years or so.
K563 is written for three stringed
instruments - a violin, a viola (essentially a
larger violin that plays deeper) and a cello.
These three can be likened to a bass, baritone
and tenor voice. They complement each
other, can blend or harmonize beautifully and
each can carry a tune like the human voice,
something not really possible for piano or
percussion. Some of the greatest music
ever written is for small groups of stringed
instruments. This was often music the
composer wrote to play with his friends. The
string quartet (2 violins, a viola and a cello)
is the most popular of string ensembles,
www.novo.press
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the Philips and DECCA labels, on its own
and part of larger sets. Best bet is the 3
CD box set labeled Mozart Complete String
Quartets [DECCA 470 950-2] which holds
the Divertimento and six Quintets by Mozart.
I’d like to list the headings from Amazon
user reviews:
• Five stars – if only I could rate it higher!
• Five stars - Arthur Grumiaux was the best
for Mozart violin music!
• Five stars – Warning: unknown
masterpiece!!!
• Five stars – Sublime music, Excellent
Performances
• Five stars – Another recording gem from
the sixties…
• Five stars – A style made for Mozart
• Five stars – MASTERFUL MELODIES, FIRSTCHAIR PERFORMANCES

and the string quintet is the form in which
Schubert wrote perhaps the greatest piece
of music ever, the subject of a column to
come.
The reason my brother took a long time
to really appreciate Mozart is that Mozart is
the hardest composer to play successfully,
and most performances he heard did not
fully capture the music’s brilliance or depth.
It’s not hard to play the notes correctly.
The music is not as complex as Beethoven,
Schubert or Brahms. But there is a simple
truth to Mozart that is most elusive and
that escapes many of the world’s great
artists. A select few musicians have had the
full measure of the man, among them the
pianists Murray Perahia, Walter Klien and
Alfred Brendel, the conductors Sir Charles
Mackerras and Sir Thomas Beecham, and the
violinists David Oistrakh and Arthur Grumiaux.
More than with any other composer, the
right performer and the right performance is
paramount.
Arthur Grumiaux was a Belgian violinist
born in 1921. He recorded the Mozart
Divertimento in 1967 at La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland, at the height of his powers,
along with George Janzen on viola and Eva
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Czako on cello in a group called the Grumiaux
Trio. This exceptional recording has appeared
in many different formats and is available on

I second every one of those comments.
The sixties were a golden age for chamber
music recordings on the Philips label. Nothing
from the other labels came close, and when
Philips switched to digital recording a little
later on, they didn’t come close. So, don’t
look at the ADD rating on the CD box with
disappointment. This is as good as it gets.
But the recording quality does not create
an excellent disc, it just allows or does not
allow an excellent performance to come
through. Here, as with the recording of the
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A performance at the Roy Thompson Hall in Toronto.
Mozart Quintets also led by Arthur Grumiaux, been written any other way. But try for
we have the combination of sublime music, yourself. Sing along with the music, and see
magnificent performance and excellent if you can anticipate where Mozart will go
sound quality.
next! Predictable? Not!
Now let’s take a look at the music itself.
The first part of the theme takes the
Divertimento, from the Italian word divertire first 16 seconds, and sounds almost like a
– to amuse – means music of a genial bent, nursery rhyme. It is gentle and lilting, neither
covering a wide variety of non-religious dramatic nor dynamic. The instruments are
instrumental works for soloist or chamber playing together. You could have written it
ensemble, according to Wikipedia. Mozart’s yourself perhaps. From here the variations
Divertimento K563 is written for violin, begin, but we haven’t heard all of the theme
viola and cello. This Divertimento is in 6 yet. The music increases in variety. The
movements, alternating between fast and instruments gain independence from one
another, they range higher and lower, rhythms
slow.
If you are coming to this music for the become less symmetrical, dramatic pauses
first time (and even if you’re not), let’s start and slurs create interest and confound our
with the fourth movement, marked Andante expectations. An increasingly dramatic tone
(moderately slow), comprising a theme and is sounded, the pace quickens. The theme
variations. A theme is a tune which will be passes from one instrument to another. At
elaborated later. The variations take this 3m5s we hear a new and more confident
tune and play around with it, often in a series expression to the music. Mozart is strutting
of increasingly complex ways. In many cases, his stuff now, albeit still within the bounds
such as Bach’s Goldberg Variations, the of convention. Mozart was not an iconoclast
theme will be restated at the end. But you like Beethoven. His innovations were
need a great deal in ingenuity to maintain always within the forms of the music of
interest if you are composing variations. Is the time. Beethoven shattered those norms,
each one sufficiently different from those introducing voices into his 9th symphony for
you heard before? This fourth movement example. Around the 3m20s mark we even
offers a simple theme, and then increasingly hear a foreshadowing of the famous four
complex variations on that theme. Let’s get note opening of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony
back to that complaint that Mozart’s music – da-da-da-daaah. Not the same notes, but
is predictable. If we think that, it’s because the same repeated rhythm. You can also
it sounds so damned right it couldn’t have hear this in Haydn. Beethoven stood on
www.novo.press

the shoulders of
giants. Then we
hear flourishes,
grand statements
from each of the
instruments,
a
far cry from
the
modest
beginnings to this
movement. The
dynamics are far
broader now.
But we are about
to move from the
splendid to the
sublime, and that
happens at the
4m47s mark, with
the beginning of
the 6th.
Normal service
is resumed at
6m14s,
with
great confidence
and a doubling of
the pace, leading
to a restatement of the theme at 7m 15s
until the end of the movement.
The Divertimento inhabits the same sound
landscape as the String Quintets he was
writing around this time. Each of the late
Quintets (K515, K516, K593 and K614) is a
master work of the highest order, written for
the same forces plus another violin and viola.
You may find them a little less approachable
at first. I would put them all at the top
rank of Mozart’s instrumental music, and
therefore of any instrumental music.
The easiest way to enter the world of
peak Mozart is through this movement.
Let it sink in through repeated listening, it
only gains in strength through repetition.
When it’s in your blood, move on to the 5th
movement Minuetto, which is cut from the
same silk. Then the 6th movement Allegro,
which sweeps all before it – listen to those
amazing rhythms which Mendelsohn must
surely have heard before writing the music
to A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Now you
can go to the beginning of the work and
listen straight through. If you like what
you’re hearing, then I recommend the Mozart
String Quintets led by Grumiaux for further
listening. And if you have this under your belt,
I’d like to hear from you, and I hope you’ll
find something equally interesting in future
installments of A Guide for the Perplexed.
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Watching Movies on an Awesome JVC Projector
A Visit to JVC’s Canadian Headquarters

by Suave Kajko

J

VC recently announced six remarkably
good home theater projectors. Three of
these projectors are part of JVC’s Procision
series, and include the DLA-NX5 ($7,500),
DLA-NX7 ($10,000) and DLA-NX9 ($23,000).
The other three models are part of the Reference series and include the DLA-RS1000
($8,000), DLA-RS2000 ($10,500) and DLARS3000 ($23,500). The DLA-NX5 and DLARS1000 models offer all the same features,
the main difference is that the Reference
series DLA-RS1000 offers one additional
year of warranty. The same is true for the
DLA-NX7 and DLA-NX9 models, and their Reference series counterparts.
I had the opportunity to see demonstrations
of the DLA-NX5 and DLA-NX9 models at
the Toronto Audio Fest this fall and I was
incredibly impressed with how far JVC has
been able to advance picture technology
www.novo.press

over the last few years. You can read my
impressions about both models at http://
novo.press/toronto-audio-fest-2018part-2/.
What I didn’t know at the Toronto Audio
Fest is that a few weeks later JVC would
invite me to their new home theater
demonstration room at their headquarters
in Mississauga, Ontario. And please don’t
be jealous, this home theater wasn’t built
only for the members of the media. Starting
in 2019, JVC will allow consumers to book
appointments for personal demonstrations!
When I arrived (last week), I was met by
three members of the JVC team, beaming
with excitement to show me the newly
built home theater space: Francisco
Lacey, National Sales Manager, Adam
Orrico, Assistant Manager, Corporate
Communications, and Ian Graham, Technical

Support, Sales & Marketing.
Party in the Front, Business in
the Back

The demonstration room measures 17’ wide
x 28’ long and is equipped with comfortable
home theater seating for a party of six. The
back of the room has a large metal structure
capable of housing up to four projectors at a
time, so that comparisons between different
models can be made on the fly. At the time
of my visit, the new JVC DLA-NX9 / DLARS3000 8K/e-shift projector provided the
on-screen action.
The front of the room is adorned with a
Stewart Filmscreen projection screen which
can be adjusted with the press of a button
on the remote to display a 118-inch picture
(16:9 ratio) or a movie theater-like 148-inch
picture (2.35:1 ratio). Seeing the black
NOVO 27
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A VISIT TO JVC’S CANADIAN HEADQUARTERS
any projector. The pixels are
so densely packed, your eyes
won’t be able to distinguish
them at a realistic viewing
distance from the screen.
All of these factors combined
to produce a picture with
incredible, almost 3D depth.
This resulted in a remarkably
immersive, “almost there”
experience when watching
forest and nature scenes
filmed from a bird’s eye view
in The Revenant.
These
winter forest scenes looked
so natural, they jogged my
adventurous snowmobiling
memories from last season.
Various scenes from
Star Trek and Blade Runner
were painted on the screen
with hyper details. I could
easily see individual hairs
on people’s heads and truly
appreciate the uniqueness
of the skin texture of the
various alien characters.
Here’s a view from the front of the room, looking back at the two-levels of home theater seats, the
This JVC projector offers
projector truss along the back of the room and acoustic treatments on the walls. Inset: that’s Ian
an advanced feature called
Graham - one of my tour guides - and oh, also the Technical Support, Sales & Marketing at JVC.
Auto Tone Mapping which
borders of a screen adjust automatically at the show several weeks earlier. Ian also
reads metadata from video
provided a great commentary as he changed content and automatically adjusts the
never gets old!
Of course a great projection picture is up the demo material, sharing insights about picture settings to be as intended by the
only a part of the recipe for a proper home the technology and features employed by the content creators [based on the mastering
theater. The sonic presentation inside JVC DLA-NX9 / DLA-RS3000 projector. His information project’s HDR10 content]. Ian
this room comes courtesy of an awesome movie selection span the same specimen explained that this feature is still in its
7.2.4-channel Atmos setup, which employs that you would find in my Blu-ray collection infancy but Apple has already began rolling
Anthem electronics and Paradigm speakers. at home: Star Trek: Into the Darkness, it out in all of its content on the Apple TV 4K.
The audio stack houses an Anthem MRX- Guardians of the Galaxy Vol.2, Blade Runner, Ian also demonstrated to me the difference
1120 AV receiver, Anthem MCA 325 John Wick and The Revenant.
between watching content in the BT. 2020
The lights dimmed gently... and the standard versus the HDR10 standard, which
3-channel amplifier, Oppo UDP-203 4K Ultra
HD Blu-ray player, an Xbox One X and a PC. entertainment hit the screen. The picture you can change on the fly [with the projector
The speakers include the Paradigm Prestige here was nothing short of stunning and truly remote]. The BT. 2020 mode produces a
Series: 95F towers and 55C center channel one of the best pictures I have ever seen in a picture that’s approximately 30% less bright
at the front, four 25S surround speakers and home theater setup. The colors were bright, but results in a more movie-like picture,
dual 1000SW subwoofers. There are also rich and lifelike. The picture resolution which I preferred.
4 Paradigm CI Elite Series E80R in-ceiling was unbelievably sharp. What made the
These are very exciting times for movie
speakers. The only thing that I couldn’t spot picture so darn good? The DLA-NX9 offers buffs and if you’re thinking of installing a
was a beer fridge... then again, it was only a native contrast ratio of 100,000:1 (or home theater there’s absolutely no question
1:30pm.
1,000,000:1 in dynamic mode) and a high that you should see one of the numerous
Here’s a picture of me in the best seat in the 2,200 lumen output. This gives the picture JVC projectors in action. The JVC DLAhouse. I can’t lie, sometimes my job doesn’t a near real-life contrast, which combined NX9 / DLA-RS3000 retails for $23,000 but
with the high brightness results in truly JVC has much more affordable options for
feel like a job at all!
With Ian Graham in the driver seat, the realistic on-screen images. The projector’s smaller wallets too.
four of us spent nearly an hour watching 8K/e-shift technology allows it to achieve
For more info about the JVC DLA-NX9 /
clips from various 4K movies and video 8K-equivalent resolution (8192 x 4230 pixel) DLA-RS3000 8K/e-shift projector and other
demonstration materials. This allowed me that presents viewers with unrivaled picture models, I encourage you to check out
to evaluate the picture performance at a resolution. The resolution and picture http://ca.jvc.com/projectors
much deeper level than I had a chance to details were as good as I’ve ever seen from
www.novo.press
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by Phil Gold

Furutech
NCF Booster and Signal Booster Review

Q

: What do you do when you’ve assembled a system you love, and you’ve optimized the sound in your room?
A. You look at tweaks.
DESIGN & FEATURES

Today we’ll look at some interesting new
tweaks from Furutech. I have on hand two
types of NCF Boosters. The original NCF
Booster is designed to hold power cables in
place, and the NCF Signal Booster is a scaled
down version designed for interconnects and
speaker cables.
What is Furutech’s NCF (Nano Crystal²
Formula)?
NCF is comprised of a special crystalline
material that has two “active” properties.
First, it generates negative ions that
eliminate static and secondly, it converts
thermal energy into far-infrared. Furutech
then combines this remarkable crystalline
material with Nano-sized ceramic particles
30 NOVO

and carbon powder for their additional “Piezo
Effect” damping properties. The resulting
Nano Crystal² Formula is the ultimate
electrical and mechanical damping material
– found only in Furutech products.
This isn’t the first NCF product I’ve had in
house. That honour goes to the wall outlets
on the dedicated power lines to my listening
room. You can also find it in Furutech’s
power plugs, power connectors and power
distributors.
Let’s deal with the NCF
Booster first. I used it to grip
the IEC power connectors
in place at the rear of my
Nordost power distribution
box and each of my electronic
components:
CD
Player,
Preamp and Amp. If you just
plug the cable in, you will
notice a lot of vertical play as
you jiggle the cable. I didn’t use

one at the plug (exposed contact) end of each
power cable, because I didn’t have enough
NCF Boosters, and because the plug end has
very little play in most circumstances. Let’s
face it, the IEC connectors we all use are
very poorly designed for high end audio use,
and very few of us are using the much more
mechanically stable 20amp IEC connector
found on a few high-end amps such as the
Boulder 1160 shown here:
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The NCF Booster allows you to clamp the
connector at exactly the right angle, and that
alone is a major gain in mechanical integrity.
But by making use of the NCF material in
the clamp, we convert mechanical energy
which would normally go into vibrating the
cable into harmless thermal energy, and we
eliminate the effects of static, which I am
bound to say have not affected me in any
way I’m aware of.
In practical terms, the NCF Booster has
a weight base with asymmetrical legs. The
shorter legs face the component, so it can
be placed very close to it, and the longer legs
face away and provide balance to prevent
tipping. Two rods stick up supporting a
semicircular grip, with two knobs that can
be tightened at any position on the rods
to support the bottom of the cable so the
connector is held in the perfect horizontal
position. The top part of the clamp, also with a
semi-circular cut-out fits over the connector
and the clamping is provided by the weight of
the upper clamp combined with the tension
from a strong elastic loop that pulls the top
clamp down towards the bottom. In this
way the power connector is held gently but
firmly in place, no room to shift up or down
and with any vibration fully damped. It’s a

simple but effective mechanism, superbly
well executed and simple to adjust in place.
The profile is not exactly semi-circular above
and below, which would give you a circular
aperture ideally suited only to one particular
diameter of connector. Instead it is stretched
horizontally so that any reasonably sized
connector can be accommodated, and the
two parts of the clamp will not normally
touch each other. If the power connector
plugs in high on the component, you may find
the rods are not long enough to support the
connector properly. In that case you can buy
extensions to give yourself extra height, and
these can be daisy chained for the tallest
components.
PERFORMANCE

Does it work?
Yes, it does work, at least in my reference
system. The image is more stable and it
seems to maintain its quality better as the
volume is increased. There is also a modest
gain in instrumental color. It’s not night
and day, but it is a useful and noticeable
difference, enough to convince me to buy
one NCF Booster for each component in my
system.
And how much does it cost?

Each NCF Booster retails for $450 US. And a
set of ten extension shafts will run you $42
US. That’s quite a lot of money, so I think we
can safely say this device is not a bargain,
and likely it should not be considered unless
you already have a well curated high-end
system. In that case, you may consider the
money well spent. It will be a very personal
choice. I recommend you ask your dealer if
you can try one or two at home before you
buy or find some other way to experiment.
Now let’s look at the baby brother, the NCF
Signal Booster ($272 US each). These share
the same base and rods as the original NCF
Booster, but the two-piece clamp is replaced
by a single, much lighter, flat support bar. You
can use this to lift a cable at some point on
its length, or to route a signal cable or even
two (one on the base, one on the support
bar) to keep cables from touching in your
system. You can also use them to support
a signal cable near the component. As a
reviewer, I often have more components set
up than you might think, so I can compare
two DAC’s against each other and so on.
I find the NCF Signal Booster useful to
organize the maze of wires connecting all
my components, but perhaps because my
Nordost Valhalla 2 cables are extremely
well shielded, I didn’t notice any significant
audible gain from introducing the NCF Signal
Boosters into my system. Some very highend cables are deliberately not fully shielded,
as the designer may find that shielding itself
has adverse effects on the sound quality. If
that’s the case, you may find the NCF Signal
Boosters a very good way of dressing your
cables to keep power cables from touching
interconnects or speaker cables, and hence
optimize the sound of your system. There are
other cable lifters out there, and if you do
need some, these are beautifully built, very
stable and easy to use, and should certainly
be on your short list.
Furutech
www.furutech.com
Distributed in Canada by
AuDIYo Inc.
www.audiyo.com
(905) 881-9555
Furutech NCF Booster
Price: $450 USD
Furutech Signal Booster
Price: $272 USD
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REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

Synergistic Research
High Frequency Transducers and Black Box Bass Tuning Device

A

n experienced audiophile friend of mine
named Allan who knows the sound of
my main 2-channel tube rig almost as well
as I do recently visited my home. After listening to one of his favourite CDs, he asked: “Did
you buy a new $20,000 pre-amp?
“No.” I replied.
“A new $10,000 tube DAC or upsampler?”
“Nope… strike two.”
“New speaker cables or interconnects?”
“Nope.”
“So… what did you do to make it sound
like this?”
“Like what…?” I asked, feigning innocence.
“The soundstage is deeper, wider, and
higher. Placement of individual instruments
within the soundstage is more precise;
and… exact. PRaT and instrumental timbres
all sound more… ehm… lifelike. Everything is
much clearer. It just sounds… cleaner; like
you’ve added a $20,000 or $25,000 dollar
pre-amp.” He paused. “So… what’s new?”
“You see those wee buttons Blu-Tack’d to
the walls and speakers?”
34 NOVO

“Yeah.”
“They’re called HFTs… High Frequency
Transducers. Synergistic Research makes
them. And that’s what’s new. Plus there’s
an acoustical bass trap that’s called a Black
Box from Synergistic that’s hidden behind
the rack.”
Eyeing the HFTs closer, Allen asked: “These
things…?”
“Yep.”
“What do they cost?”
“Retail they’re $499 USD for a set of ten.”
Clearly impressed by the considerable
improvement in the sound quality for such
a low price, Allen sat back down, shook
his head, and mumbled: “$500 bucks eh?
Damn… that’s an amazing tweak.”
At some point, every serious audiophile
installs acoustical traps. Why…? Stated
succinctly, because about 50% of the sound
quality of any 2-channel stereo system is
created by a room’s acoustics.
The sound of your listening room is the
result of hundreds, if not thousands, of

vibrating surfaces. Everything vibrates. Your
furniture, your listening room’s walls and
ceiling, the equipment racks, glass windows,
light fixtures, and of course your speakers’
cabinets. ALL of these things vibrate
and resonate out of tune with the music.
Even though you can’t hear many of these
vibrations because they’re beyond the 20Hz
to 20KHz range of human hearing, these
resonances have an entirely negative effect
on the overall sound of your listening room.
Synergistic Research describes room
acoustics as such: “Your room and its
furniture are like one big instrument with
500 strings. With every note that your
speakers create, these *strings* are being
awakened. And not one single one of these
strings is in tune with your speakers or any
other part of your stereo system.”
Logically, if every single one of these
strings is NOT resonating in tune with
your music, then the resonances created
by your listening room will compress your
soundstage, muffle the attack, sustain, and
www.novo.press
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decay of individual notes, and distort the
fundamental harmonics of your music. This
is why most 2-channel stereo systems have
soundstages that mainly exist in and around
the speakers.
Traditional acoustical traps, deflection
panels, and bass absorbers dampen rooms
and can make rooms sound *dead* with
little or no reflection or decay - if too many
of these products are used in a room or if
they are installed incorrectly. This inherently
smothers the attack, sustain, and decay
that real live instruments so unmistakably
create.
Synergistic Research claims that their HFTs
clean-up high frequency harmonics and their
Black Box dials-in resonances down in the
lower registers. By affecting harmonics that
are beyond the range of human hearing, SR
posits that their HFTs also affect harmonics
that we can hear.
DESIGN & FEATURES

Synergistic Research’s HFTs ($499 USD
for a 10 pack) are button-sized cylinders.
They attach to your walls, ceilings, and
speakers with Blu-Tack. According to SR,
HFTs oscillate at high frequencies and
www.novo.press

create an energy field that tunes vibrational
distortions present within the room.
SR’s Black Box ($1,995 USD) is a compact
acoustical tuning device that measures
9.5” x 9.5” x 6” (LxWxH). Using SR’s stiletto
spikes to decouple the unit from the floor,
the unit is 8” inches high and weighs about
8 lbs.
The Black Box is a broad-spectrum
low-frequency resonator that uses SR’s
UEF (Unified Energy Field) technology to
eliminate bass nodes while increasing a
listening room’s potential to accurately
recreate low frequency information and
spatial content with greater acuity.
SR believes that all frequencies within
the range of human hearing are linked by
harmonics. As such, they contend that their
Black Box balances sounds within the lower
registers, mid-range, and higher frequencies
through use of a “mathematically derived
algorithm” that’s based upon the premise of
tuning sympathetic resonances at specific
frequencies. If the phase is correct at 20Hz,
for example, then their Black Box will clear
up resonances at sympathetic frequencies
of 40Hz, 80Hz, 160Hz, and so forth.

PERFORMANCE

After installing 10 HFTs in the positions
that Synergistic recommended, soundstage
width and depth immediately improved. With
minor positioning adjustments, the focus
and clarity of individual instruments within
the soundstage tightened up considerably.
Space and air between instruments also
increased noticeably.
The improvement was NOT a subtle
alteration in soundstaging or imaging that
I had to strain to hear. In fact, in terms of
their price-performance ratio, these wee
cylindrical resonators will (probably) win my
vote for NOVO’s “Product of the Year.”
Removing the HFTs resulted in a massive
compression of the soundstage’s size. So
much so, that not having the HFTs Blu-Tack’d
up in the positions that SR recommended,
was simply not an option.
Installing SR’s Black Box bass tuning
device had the same effect within the lower
frequency registers. It wasn’t, however,
as dramatic as with the HFTs. As such, I’d
recommend auditioning the Black Box before
purchasing it.
Released in 1996, the doom-laden dirges on
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Recorded over two evenings on
Dec 31st 1969 and Jan 1st 1970
at the Fillmore East in New York
City, Jimi Hendrix’s Band of Gypsys
is a live album that features Billy
Cox on bass and Buddy Miles on
drums.

Cathedral’s Supernatural Birth Machine are
all slower and heavier than an anaesthetized
rhino.
Every single song on this master-crafted
record is a lethargic anthem to a howling
doom-filled apocalypse. Featuring such
groove-laden tracks like “Urko’s Conquest”,
“Stained
Glass
Horizon”,
“Cyclops
Revolution”, “Birth Machine 2000”, and
“Fireball Demon”, this album is a cornerstone
in the foundation of 1990’s British doom
metal.
Imagine gophers breeding with crocodiles,
another Clinton Presidency, and/or the 3rd
circle of vengeful Hades opening up during
a snowstorm on the southbound I-71 in the
downtown core of Columbus Ohio. Whatever
your vision of a doomed apocalypse is, this
record crushes all pretenders to the sonic
throne like a hungry Oprah Winfrey wading
into an all-you-can-eat buffet at a Chinese
restaurant. Nothing can stop the fabled and
famished beast from devouring everything in
her path.
Make sure that you’re wearing a CSA-grade
hardhat, steel-toed safety shoes, shoulder
pads, spinal protection, and safety goggles,
‘cause Cathedral’s Birth Machine is so heavy
that your listening room may physically
implode from unleashing the gargantuan
tsunami of impending doom created by the
music on this disc.
With the HFTs installed, the coffee rich
rhythm guitar chords, caffeinated lead guitar
solos, and thundering melodies of Birth
Machine all erupted forth with addictive and
anthemic PRaT. The words I wrote down in
my listening notes to describe the sound
quality created by the HFTs were “…space,
air and exceptional clarity.”
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This was the last full-length
record released by Hendrix
before his unexpected death in
August 1970. With songs like
“Power of Love”, “Changes”, and
“Who Knows”, Gypsys blended
funk, rhythm and blues, and jawdroppingly technical lead guitar
solos into a metaphysical musical
goulash that redefined what openended electric blues jamming
could sound like.
With Synergistic Research’s HFTs and the
Black Box in place, the subtlest acoustical
cues of the venue—the Fillmore
East—came right into focus. I’ve
listened to Gypsys thousands of
times. Stated emphatically, with
SR’s tuning devices, this is the
most accurate, clear, and musical
that I’ve ever heard this record
sound. Short of building a time
machine out of a freakin’ Delorean
and returning to the actual gig,
I cannot imagine being able to
experience a live event from a
recorded slab of vinyl and have
it awaken my senses as if I was
actually at the original concert so
acutely.
In particular, after listening to the
mind-blowing guitar improvisation
and wild manipulation of feedback
that Hendrix created on the
12-minute plus track “Machine Gun”, I felt
like I needed to take a nap to recover from
the emotional intensity of hearing this
breathtaking track reproduced with such
spine-chilling sonic accuracy.
When my editor at NOVO gave me this
assignment, I’d expected to laugh at
Synergistic Research’s “tuning devices”
and publicly decry them as a silly waste of
time and money. I now find myself in the odd
position of not only championing them as a
“Product of the Year”, but also wanting—
nay… needing—to buy more of them.
Room acoustics account for about 50% of
the sound of any 2-channel stereo system.
Every surface vibrates. Every damn one.
And yet, audiophiles invest little or nothing

towards tuning these vibrations and allowing
their listening rooms to sound their best.
At a price of $499 USD for a 10 pack of
HFTs, investing in these resonators is a
no-brainer. The jaw-dropping improvement
in sound quality that I heard in my main
2-channel room was both immediate and
entirely positive. Believe the hype. Without
doubt, Synergistic’s HFTs work sonic
wonders.
SR’s Black Box has the same effect
on tightening up sounds within the
lower frequency registers. It’s compact,
convenient, and offers a superb solution to
controlling bass nodes. At a price of $1,995
USD, though, this bass tuning device doesn’t
offer quite as significant a price/performance
improvement in sound quality as the HFTs
do. The Black Box is a remarkably effective
bass tuning solution, but, germane to its
asking price, I’d recommend auditioning it
before committing to buy it.

Synergistic Research
www.synergisticresearch.com
Distributed in Canada by
Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1-800-263-8151
(905) 265-7870
Synergistic Research High Frequency Transducers (HFTs)
Price: $499 USD / set of 10
Synergistic Research Black Box
Bass Tuning Device
Price: $1,995 USD
www.novo.press

REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

BIS Audio
PowerBIS Maestro Power Bar and AC20WG Power Cord

S

ome people think that upgrading their A/C
power bars and power cords is like asking for a wine list at an inner-city bowlerama:
a pointless waste of time and money. To my
ears, audiophile power cables, A/C filters,
and power regenerators do several things
to varying degrees: 1) they lower the noise
floor; 2) they energize a system, increase
the dynamics, and improve the PRaT; and
3) they make music reproduction systems
sound more lifelike.
Investing in a higher quality power bar and
an A/C cord feeding the power bar shouldn’t
push a budding audiophile towards the brink
of bankruptcy. Mercifully, Quebec-based BIS
Audio has unleashed a number of budget
conscious A/C solutions.
www.novo.press

DESIGN & FEATURES

Available with either six or eight female
outlets, BIS’ PowerBIS eight outlet Maestro
A/C power bar retails for $1,009 US. The
eight outlet Maestro is 16” long x 2” high x
2” wide. Its thin dimensions make it easy to
fit behind audio racks.
Audiophiles are drawn to big, shiny, and
carbon-encased A/C power regenerators
in the same way that al Qaida recruits are
magnetically drawn to monkey bars. My
Heavens… they love those monkey bars!
Aiming more for improving the sound
quality than an obnoxious *bling* factor,
the aesthetics of BIS’ Maestro A/C power
bar and AC20WG power cord are appealing

in an understated way. The Maestro was
engineered around 3 criteria: 1) high
conductivity; 2) mechanical sturdiness for
long-term reliability; and 3) to impart ZERO
sonic signature and sound as neutral as
possible.
My 8-outlet Maestro review sample
featured four Wattgate audio grade 381 EVO
Au (gold) receptacles which use Wattgate
patented 3-layer gold plating process on all
electrical contacts. To minimize mechanical
resonances, the interior of the Maestro’s
chassis is coated with proprietary “asphalt
based” dampening material. To nullify A/C line
ring, crackling, and wall-wart transformer
vibrations, BIS have also added a non-current
limiting “parallel circuit” to this power bar.
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The latest generation Furutech IEC socket
that’s built into the Maestro was designed
to accept the 10-gauge internal copper (Cu)
wiring that BIS believes vastly improves the
power bar’s sound quality.
My review sample of BIS Audio’s 1.8m
AC20WG 15 Amp power cord ($579 US) was
terminated with Wattgate audiophile plugs
on the both the male and female ends.
PERFORMANCE

After testing the Maestro PowerBIS +
AC20WG cord combo in a half-dozen
2-channel systems, I found that it sounded
remarkably neutral. Other than consistently
improving the dynamics and clarity of every
system that I powered it with, BIS’ A/C
combo imparted no sonic anomalies. The
Maestro PowerBIS + AC-20WG combo was
more neutral than Switzerland during WW2.
If a system sounded harsh or bright, BIS’
power products only delivered more of that
fatiguing edge, grain, and/or brightness.
Hearing the true sonic character of your
system isn’t always a good thing. Sonic truth
is a lot like poetry: and most people freakin’
hate poetry.
Installing a $30 level WallyMaart plastic
A/C power bar into my 6-figure all tube
2-channel system resulted in horribly bad —
even physically painful — sound. The attack,
sustain, and decay of individual notes
was slow and incoherent. High frequency
instruments like cymbals sounded thin and
annoying.
Listening to operatic music, mid-range
sonics were compressed, flattened, and
smothered like an elephant was sitting on
the chest of the lead soprano. Soundstaging
and imaging evaporated faster than one of
fluffy Trudeau’s election promises. Notes in
the lower mid-range, upper bass, and midbass were as homogenized as 18% cream.
PRaT was unrecognizably bad.
The $30 plastic A/C power bar made more
noise than a caffeinated kindergarten class.
Overall, using a cheap generic A/C power bar
caused my main 2-channel system to sound
horrible. I almost herniated myself in the
rush to re-install the BIS Maestro power bar
+ AC-20WG cord.
Against various A/C power conditioners
and regenerators in the $3K to $6K retail
price range, the BIS combo didn’t quite have
the resolution, soundstaging and imaging,
PRaT, and timbral accuracy of the other
units. The sound quality of the BIS combo
was, however, much closer than I expected
it to be. In entry-level sub-$5K systems, BIS’
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products dramatically improved the
sonics of all types of music.
Achieving “realism” from recorded
music isn’t easy. And yet, when you
hear lifelike sound, listening to music
magically becomes an experience
that evokes an emotional response.
A listener suddenly *feels* the
emotions — the energy, the anger,
the sadness… the emotion — of the
music.
BIS’ Maestro uses top shelf
Wattgate receptacles, has no on/off
switch, no pilot lamp, and no filters
that kill dynamics, PRaT, and the
life of recorded music. By audiophile
standards, its stellar performance and
impressive neutrality belies its bargain price.
The sound quality of these A/C products
punches WAY above their price points.
Released in 2011, the Japanese K2HD CD
version of Tom Jones’ The Golden Hits is a
treasure trove of his triumphant singing.
During the 1970s, Tom Jones was a God
walking amongst men. On songs like “I’m
Coming Home”, “What’s New Pussycat”, “It’s
Not Unusual”, “Detroit City”, and “Delilah”,
Jones sings with a swaggering machismo
that could — and often did — stun a lot of
marginally inebriated cougars at 20 paces.
Jones was the finest male pop music
crooner of his era. And listening to him
with the BIS combo powering my 2-channel
headphone system, it was easy to
understand why so many women threw hotel
room keys onto whatever stage Jones was
commanding.
This man could sing like he’d descended
from Mount Olympus and was every
staggering inch an immortal God. The BIS
power combo made his voice sound so
remarkably *correct* that I found the timbre,
pitch, and dynamic capacity of his singing to
be… frightening. Frankly, if you don’t like
Tom Jones’ singing, you’re (probably) a Goddamned communist who has no soul.
Wanting to hear how the BIS combo
sounded with far faster and heavier music,
I next tried Black Sabbath’s Born Again.
Released in 1983, this master-crafted
album features the songs “Trashed”, “Zero
the Hero”, “Digital Bitch”, and “Born Again”.
Even on the slower and more emotionally
expressive tracks, the songs on this disc are
all cement-mixer heavy and more intense
than an enraged rhino on LSD.
With BIS’ A/C combo, the spine-shaking
intensity of Ian Gillan’s voice — (yes… THAT
Ian Gillan from Deep Purple) — sounded as

terrifying, and concurrently exhilarating, as
I’ve ever heard it. Tony Iommi’s lead guitar
solos and Gillan’s high-pitched falsetto
shrieks all sounded accurate. Mid-range
timbres were a pleasure to sink into. Sounds
in the lower mid-range, upper bass, and midbass registers had remarkably accurate
PRaT, texture, and electrifying dynamics.
Overall, BIS’ Maestro imparted zero edge,
grain, or sonic artifice.
And hearing Born Again recreated with such
palpable energy and musical authority took
my mind right back to various vainglorious
times in my life when this classic Sabbath
record had been a daily staple in my musical
diet. Yep… goosebumps; they came to me in
shivering waves.
BIS Audio’s Maestro power bar and AC-20WG
power cord is the most neutral sounding A/C
power combo that I’ve ever heard. If you want
to hear more of the sound that your audio
system is capable of producing, BIS’ A/C
products will bring you far higher fidelity at,
by audiophile standards, a bargain price. How
good is the PowerBIS Maestro and AC20WG
combo? It certainly gets my thumbs up!
Individually, the PowerBIS Maestro power
bar retails for $1,099 US and the AC-20WG
power cord retails for $579 US. But you can
buy them as a combo for $1,588 US (which
will save you about 7%).
BIS Audio Inc.
www.bisaudio.com
(450) 663-6137
Pricing:
BIS Audio PowerBIS Maestro power
bar: $1,099 US
BIS Audio AC-20WG power cord:
$579 US
Purchased as a combo: $1,588 US
www.novo.press

REVIEW
by Alex Gorouvein

Larsen
Model 6.2 Loudspeakers

T

oday’s HiFi industry offers a wide variety of speaker systems, from conventional box cabinet designs to electrostatic
to exotic horn loaded speakers. Yet a lot of
these designs don’t necessarily fit into the
lifestyles of many people and those that do
fit, more often than not, don’t provide the
quality of sound many discerning consumers
are looking for.
But thankfully this predicament has an
excellent solution. Swedish loudspeaker
manufacturer Larsen offers a range of
speakers that not only fit the modern
lifestyle but offer excellent sound through
their innovative design.
Larsen’s history dates back to the 1990s,
when John Larsen, the company’s chief
designer, was working with the late Swedish
speaker designer Stig Carlsson. Carlsson
had created and patented many loudspeaker
designs based on surface reflection
principles since the 1960s. Larsen worked
with Carlsson for 16 years, and helped
develop Stig’s best speaker, the famous

www.novo.press

OA52 model. After Carlsson passed away,
Larsen took over the plant and continued
to further develop the loudspeaker designs.
Today, all Larsen speakers continue to
employ the principles invented by Carlsson,
and distinguish the brand from others in the
high-end audio market.
DESIGN & FEATURES

Currently Larsen offers four loudspeaker
models – simply named the SC, 4, 6, 8
and 9. The 6.2 model, under review here, is
one step up from their entry level 4 model.
It retails for $4,295 US and is distributed
in North America by Audio Skies out of Los
Angeles. All Larsen speakers are made in
Skillingaryd, Sweden, with the help of local
suppliers. The electro acoustic part of the
6.2 model was handled by loudspeaker
designer Anders Eriksson, while John Larsen
created the external design.
The first thing people notice about Larsen
speakers is their unusual look and small
footprint. Specifically, in the case of the

6.2 model the cabinets are square with a
slanted opening at the top, which houses
the driver and tweeter set an angle. This
opening is covered by a removable cloth
screen, mounted to a metal frame.
Unlike conventional speakers, the Larsen
6.2 speakers do not require a user to fiddle
around with precise speaker placement.
They are designed to be placed flush against
the wall, using the wall as a reflection
to create deep and full-bodied bass that
goes all the way down to 26 Hz. Such
placement in combination with the unique
positioning and angle of the drivers, flanked
by absorption material, results in the wall
behind the speakers practically disappearing
acoustically speaking. This eliminates early
reflections from interference with the initial
direct sound coming from the speakers.
The Larsen 6.2 cabinets are made out of
high-quality wood and available in a choice
of five finishes: Black, Mahogany, Cherry,
Maple and White Lacquer. My review samples
sported the beautiful Maple finish. Both the
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driver and the tweeter are manufactured
by a well-known Danish manufacturer
ScanSpeak. Four speaker terminals on the
back panel, positioned close to the top, are
designed for a bi-wire connection.
The Larsen 6.2 speakers are not the most
efficient speakers on the market with a
sensitivity of 88 dB and an impedance of 8
Ohms, but all integrated amplifiers I used
had no trouble driving them at all. Their
frequency response is rated at 26 Hz 20,000 Hz. The diameter of the main driver is
177 cm and the overall speaker dimensions
are 230 mm / 9” (W) x 750 mm / 30” (H) x
260 mm / 10” (D). Weight of each speaker is
12.5 kg or 28 lbs.
PERFORMANCE

My first experience with Larsen speakers
was at the Toronto Audio Fest back in
October of last year. My initial impression
of them was that of a sheer amazement.
I could not believe the big and spacious
sound they were producing in one of Sonic
Artistry’s hotel exhibit rooms. Due to their
unique design, the concept of a “sweet spot”
is virtually eliminated, so even when you
move to the right or left of the usual “sweet
spot”, the sound does not change. You get
the same clean mid-range and transparent
high frequencies. Overall these speakers
are more laid back than forward sounding, in
terms of sonic presentation.
The same experience was true when I
installed the Larsen 6.2 in my living room and
began my critical listening over the course
of 2 months. During this evaluation period
I drove the Larsens with two integrated
amplifiers: the Pear Audio Blue Elemental
and the Karan Acoustics KA I 180 Mk2. The
latter was naturally superior in every aspect,
as you would expect from an amp that costs
three times as much as the Pear Audio amp,
so my impressions below are based on my
listening using the Karan Acoustics amplifier.
As an avid vinyl enthusiast, I began with a
couple of my favorite records that I often use
to evaluate components or speakers. The
first record was by a Singaporean vocalist
Vanessa Fernandez called “Use Me”. It’s an
extremely well recorded contemporary jazz
performance that features very well-known
American session musicians, such as Leland
Sklar on bass, and Vanessa’s beautiful, deep
and emotional vocal delivery. From the first
notes on the album, the sound filled my living
room and created an intimate atmosphere of
a recording studio with its unique ambience
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and sense of space.
Instruments were clearly
distinguishable within the
soundstage with precise
imaging. The bass was
deep and textured, the midrange – clean and natural,
and the top-end was clear
and extended. Vanessa’s
vocals were very warm
and pleasant, with a real
sense of presence in the
room. Overall the sound of
this record was very well
balanced, without a hint of
being tiring.
Next on the menu was
a self-titled 45 rpm 12”
EP from an Argentinian
group
of
musicians
known as Serà Una Noche.
Recorded in an empty
church outside of Buenos
Aires, it can be easily
considered as a reference
recording. Although I enjoy
all the tracks of this EP,
one instrumental track
called “Nublado” is my
absolute favorite. It is a
very delicate, yet dynamic
tango track performed on
bandoneon, guitar, cello
and clarinet, with some
percussion and an Indian
classical instrument called
the tabla. And once again,
the Larsens managed to
convey the ambience of
the recording space - a big
empty church. This was
essentially a live recording
and thanks to the very high
quality performance, it was
very easy to pinpoint each
instrument within the space.
A very enjoyable and musical performance.
Switching to the less obscure side of
things, I played Chris Botti’s live CD “Chris
Botti in Boston”. Although I love the whole
album, a couple of tracks in particular stand
out from the rest. One is Josh Groban’s cover
of Lara Fabian’s “Broken Vow”. This turned
out to be a very emotional and touching
performance, faithfully reproduced by the
Larsen speakers. Closing my eyes, I felt as
if I was somewhere in the audience with
Josh’s vocals coming at me from the stage

with absolute clarity and Chris’ trumpet from
further away and to the right of the stage.
The second standout track on this recording
is the rendition of Ennio Morricone’s “Cinema
Paradiso” featuring Yo-Yo Ma on cello. Cello
is one of my favorite instruments and I
particularly enjoyed listening to it on this
track thanks to the speakers’ ability to
present it as a real three dimensional image.
I also really enjoyed how the speakers
managed to reproduce the sound of trumpet
on all the tracks. There was no harshness
or distortion of any kind. Having heard Chris
www.novo.press
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Botti live at Roy Thompson Hall in Toronto quality was never compromised. The bass
this past December allowed me to compare was very well textured and never boomy or
it with the reproduction in my system with washed out.
Larsen speakers.
As a rock and metal fan, I was also curious
In my reviews I like to challenge the to hear how the Larsens would handle this
system with very dynamic and hard to kind of music. Due to its nature, metal music
reproduce musical pieces. One such piece is pretty compressed, and the sound often
is Dmitry Shostakovich’s Symphony No.10 suffers from poor production, especially with
in E Minor, “Under Stalin’s Shadow”, Op. 93, lackluster mastering making everything
second movement performed by the Boston sounding flat. But there are some exceptions
Symphony Orchestra and conducted by of course and one of them is the new single
Andris Nelsons. I streamed it in CD quality from Swedish progressive metal band
FLAC from TIDAL. Like other Shostakovich “Darkwater” called “Alive Part II”. It’s a midsymphonies, this is an extremely challenging paced powerful track with lots of melody,
piece and I’ve personally experienced some soaring emotional vocals, yet it is fairly
high end systems struggling with it in the technical due to many odd time signatures
past. In order to faithfully reproduce this and tempo shifts. Lead and rhythm guitars,
piece, you really need a pretty powerful bass guitar and drums, as well as keyboard
and fast amplifier in addition to capable and vocals all sounded clear and distinct. And
speakers. Thankfully, Larsen loudspeakers like with other musical genres, the Larsen
were up to the task and managed to 6.2 speakers handled this challenge with
reproduce the explosive dynamics of this ease and provided an extremely enjoyable
track, complete with a ground-shaking bass performance.
As I mentioned above, the sound of these
and huge string and horn sections. A truly
stellar performance.
speakers does not change as you move
Craving even deeper bass, I played Daft parallel to them. What I also noticed is that
Punk’s excellent “Random Access Memories” the sound became a bit more open as I stood
in Hi-Res FLAC (24-bit – 88.2 kHz) from my up from my listening position and walked
Synology NAS server. And once again, the around the room. This is attributed to the
Larsens showed their excellent bass control. unique cabinet design and driver positioning.
Even with these bass heavy tracks, the Hence these speakers would work really

well for social gatherings or parties, where
people move around the room yet can still
clearly perceive the music being played.
Having Larsen 6.2 speakers in my system for
the past few months provided me with hours
and hours of music enjoyment. Throughout
my listening tests, they performed extremely
well and were up to the challenge with any
style of music, from jazz to classical to
progressive metal. With their laid-back, very
natural, balanced and spacious sound, they
can complement any high-end or even midrange audio system. Thanks to their unique
design and sound characteristics, they can
be considered a lifestyle product, suitable
not only for audiophiles, but for anyone
looking to enjoy quality music reproduction
in their home without sacrificing aesthetics
and living space.
Larsen
www.larsenhifi.com
Larsen Model 6.2 Loudspeakers
Price: $4,295 US
Distributed in North America by
Audio Skies
www.audioskies.com
310-975-7099

